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    Abstract

        
            The interaction of highly-charged ions with surfaces involves many excitation processes of the surface atoms and the bulk material. One such process, the emission of electrons from surfaces due to the potential energy of the incident ions has been studied. The experimental results presented here confirm that the majority of electrons emitted as a result of highly-charged ions interacting with a solid surface have energies of about 20 eV. Auger processes contribute a smaller fraction of the total emitted electrons with increasing Z of the projectile. This contribution to the total electron emission yield is found to be less than 5% for Ne{sup 9+} and less than 1% for Ar{sup 18+}. For Z{>=} 54, no Auger electrons were detected. The early indications that the total number of emitted low energy electrons increases linearly with charge have been demonstrated not to hold for q {>=} 18.
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                    Energy loss and electron and x-ray emission of slow highly charged Ar{sup q+} ions in grazing incidence on an Al(111) surface

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Xianwen, Luo; Bitao, Hu; Chengjun, Zhang; ...  - Physical Review. A
                            

                    Within the framework of the classical over-barrier model, energy loss, electron emission, and x-ray emission of slow highly charged ion Ar{sup q+} grazing on the Al(111) single-crystal surface under various azimuthal angles have been studied. The enhancement of energy loss, potential electron emission yields, intensity of KL{sup 1} satellite lines, or x-ray yields for the Ar{sup 17+} ion grazing along low-index crystallographic directions was observed. The calculated energy-loss spectra of atomic projectiles Ar{sup 0} interacting with metallic surface agree reasonably well with experiment. The inner-shell filling contributions through the side feeding mechanism, Auger transitions, and the radiative decay process aremore » discussed by analyzing the final charge-state distributions of the reflected ions, potential electron emission yields, and x-ray yields under different azimuthal angles.« less
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                    Neutralization of slow multicharged ions at a clean gold surface: Electron-emission statistics

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Kurz, H; Aumayr, F; Lemell, C; ...  - Physical Review A; (United States)
                            

                    Emission of slow electrons ([ital E][sub [ital e]][le]60 eV) induced by impact of slow multicharged ions (impact velocity [ital v][sub [ital p]][le]2[times]10[sup 5] m/s) onto an atomically clean, polycrystalline gold surface has been studied both experimentally and by numerical simulation, based on the resulting electron-emission statistics. The projectile ions (N[sup [ital q]+], [ital q]=5,6; Ne[sup [ital q]+], [ital q]=5--10; Ar[sup [ital q]+], [ital q]=5--16; Kr[sup [ital q]+], [ital q]=5--10; Xe[sup [ital q]+], [ital q]=6,8,10; I[sup [ital q]+], [ital q]=16,20,23,25) have been extracted from a recoil ion source pumped by the GSI UNILAC heavy-ion accelerator in Darmstadt, Germany. We discuss themore » shape of the experimentally obtained electron-emission statistics and, by means of numerical simulation based on the classical over-the-barrier model put forward recently by Burgdoerfer, Lerner, and Meyer [Phys. Rev. A 44, 5674 (1991)], identify the various processes contributing to the above-surface'' electron emission, i.e., taking place until projectile impact on the surface. In particular, for impact of slow ([ital E][ge]50 eV) Ar[sup 12+] we show that most of the emitted electrons have energies below 50 eV, with the above-surface-produced fast Auger electrons being a small minority of less than 1%.« less
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                    Multielectron processes in close collisions of slow Ne{sup q+} (q=1-9) ions with Ar atoms

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Hoshino, Masamitsu; Kambara, Tadashi; Kanai, Yasuyuki; ...  - Physical Review. A
                            

                    We have studied the multielectron processes in close collisions between slow Ne{sup q+} ions (q=1-9, energies of 5 and 14 keV) and Ar atoms through measurements of the charge-state correlations between 27 degree sign scattered and 70 degree sign recoiling ions. At the selected scattering angle, the internuclear distance of the closest approach at 35 keV is comparable to the L-shell radius of Ar atoms. A drastic difference between low-charged (q=1-3) and highly charged (q=7-9) Ne ions was found. For example, the most probable channel for the Ne{sup 7+} projectile is three-electron capture accompanied with two-electron loss whereas for themore » Ne{sup +} projectile pure double ionization was found most probable. As a general trend, the mean charges of the both ions and the mean number of captured electrons increase almost linearly with incident charge q, while the mean number of ejected electrons from the system is independent of q at both 5 and 14 keV. We also measured the charge state distributions of the Ar recoil ions as function of the Ne{sup q+} (q=3, 5, and 7) energies between 5 and 63 keV, which corresponds to distances of closest approach between 0.6 a.u. and 0.17 a.u. We found that the charge of the Ar ions increases at internuclear distances less than 0.32 a.u.« less
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                    Charge exchange at molecular-orbital pseudocrossings as an important mechanism for nonkinetic-electron emission in slow-multicharged-ion (v

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Snowdon, K; Havener, C; Meyer, F; ...  - Phys. Rev. A; (United States)
                            

                    Kinetic energy distributions of electrons emitted in the interaction of slow (10q-keV) multicharged ions (N,O,Ne,Ar) with metal surfaces (Cu,Au) are presented. We observe secondary-electron emission, quasielastic-scattering processes, and, superimposed upon this, one-center Auger decay of both projectile and target vacancies. Two classes of target Auger-decay features are observed. Long-lived target vacancies decay, leading to discrete Auger line features, similar to those arising from electron-impact excitation. Short-lived target vacancies appear to decay in the field of the projectile, leading to broadened Auger line features. Observation of the decay of target vacancies, and their correlation with the presence of particular projectile vacancies,more » shows that a measurable fraction of projectile vacancies survive until small-impact-parameter collisions with surface or subsurface atoms. The data imply that projectile neutralization proceeds via two channels, viz., capture of valence-band electrons to projectile excited states, followed by one-center Auger decay, and at pseudocrossings of molecular orbitals correlating with discrete inner-shell levels of the target and projectile.« less
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                    Inner shell vacancy filling and production in highly-charged-ion surface collisions

                    
                        Conference
                            Grether, M
                            

                    Secondary electron spectra of H-like Ne{sup 9+} ions incident with impact energies from 135 eV to 22.5 keV on a solid Al(111) surface were measured. The dependence of the K Auger electron yield on the observation angle and on the projectile energy is studied in detail. The data show clear evidence for Auger emission from below the surface even for the lowest projectile velocity. In addition, it is found that the Ne L shell filling via charge exchange decrease with decreasing impact energy and reaches zero near an incident energy of 200 eV. Also, the authors measured the intensity ofmore » the Au N{sub 5}N{sub 6,7}N{sub 6,7} Auger electrons for Ar{sup 9+} ions with kinetic energies from 125 eV up to 5.3 keV. A threshold behavior is observed in the production of target Au N{sub 5} vacancies by Ar{sup 9+} ions. To analyse the data, they calculated correlation diagrams involving model energies to obtain the internuclear distance of orbital and potential curve crossings. The comparison of experiment and theory shows that the excitation process is not expected to be due to a resonant vacancy transfer from the projectile to the target but due to a dielectronic process which is governed by the electron-electron interaction.« less
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